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The circumgalactic medium (CGM) is fed by galaxy outflows and accretion
of intergalactic gas, but its mass, heavy element enrichment, and relation to
galaxy properties are poorly constrained by observations. In a survey of the
outskirts of 42 galaxies with the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph onboard the
Hubble Space Telescope, we detected ubiquitous, large (150 kiloparsec) halos
of ionized oxygen surrounding star-forming galaxies, but we find much less
ionized oxygen around galaxies with little or no star formation. This ionized
CGM contains a substantial mass of heavy elements and gas, perhaps far exceeding the reservoirs of gas in the galaxies themselves. It is a basic component
of nearly all star-forming galaxies that is removed or transformed during the
quenching of star formation and the transition to passive evolution.
Galaxies grow by accreting gas from the intergalactic medium (IGM) and converting it to
stars. Stellar winds and explosions release gas enriched with heavy elements (or metals, 1),
some of which is ejected in galactic-scale outflows (2). The circumgalactic medium (CGM),
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loosely defined as gas surrounding galaxies within their own halos of dark matter (out to 100300 kiloparsec), lies at the nexus of accretion and outflows, but the structure of the CGM and
its relation to galaxy properties are still uncertain. Galactic outflows are observed at both low
(2-4) and high (5-7) redshift, but it is unclear how far they propagate, what level of heavyelement enrichment they possess, and whether the gas escapes the halo or eventually returns
to fuel later star formation. Models of galaxy evolution require significant outflows to explain
observed galaxy masses and chemical abundances and to account for metals observed in the
more diffuse IGM (9,10). The CGM may also reflect the theoretically-predicted transition from
filamentary streams of cold gas that feed low mass galaxies to hot, quasi-static envelopes that
surround high mass galaxies (11, 12). Both outflow and accretion through the CGM may be
intimately connected to the observed dichotomy between blue, star-forming, disk-dominated
galaxies and red, passively evolving, elliptical galaxies with little or no star formation (13).
However, the low density of the CGM makes it extremely difficult to probe directly, thus models
of its structure and influences are typically constrained indirectly by its effects on the visible
portions of galaxies, not usually by observations of the gas itself.
We have undertaken a large program with the new Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS)
aboard the Hubble Space Telescope to directly map the CGM using the technique of absorptionline spectroscopy, in which a diffuse gas is detected by its absorption of light from a background
source. Our background sources are UV-bright quasi-stellar objects (QSOs), which are the
luminous active nuclei of galaxies lying far behind the galaxies of interest. We focus on the
ultraviolet 1032,1038 Å doublet of O VI (O+5 ), the most accessible tracer of hot and/or highly
ionized gas at redshift z < 0.5. O VI has been used to trace missing baryons in the IGM (14-17),
the association of metals with galaxies (18-20), and coronal gas in the Milky Way halo (21).
The high sensitivity of COS enables a QSO absorption-line survey of halos around galaxies
with a predetermined set of properties. We have selected 42 sample galaxies (Tables S1 and
S2) that span redshifts zgal = 0.10 − 0.36, stellar masses log(M∗ /M⊙ ) = 9.5 − 11.5. The
QSO sightlines probe projected radial distances (i.e. impact parameters) to the galaxies of
R = 14 − 155 kpc. We used the COS data to measure the O VI column densities (NOVI in
cm−2 ), line profiles, and velocities with respect to the target galaxies (Fig. 1, SOM text S3-4).
We measured precise redshifts, star formation rates (SFR in M⊙ yr−1 ), and metallicities for our
sample galaxies using low-resolution spectroscopy from the Keck Observatory Low-Resolution
Imaging Spectrograph (LRIS) and the Las Campanas Observatory Magellan Echellette (MagE)
spectrograph (22, SOM text S2).
Our systematic sampling of galaxy properties allows us to investigate the connection between galaxies themselves and the CGM. The O VI detections extend to R = 150 kpc away
from the targeted galaxies, but the whole sample shows no obvious trend with radius R (Fig.
2). The strong clustering of detections within ± 200 km s−1 of the galaxy systemic velocities
indicates a close physical and/or gravitational association.
Circumgalactic medium gas as traced by O VI reflects the underlying bimodality of the
general galaxy population (13, 25). We find a correlation of NOVI with specific star formation
rate sSFR (≡ SFR/M∗ ; Fig 3). For the 30 galaxies with sSFR ≥ 10−11 yr−1 , there are 27
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detections with a typical column density log NOVI = 14.5 (23) and a high covering fraction
fhit ≈ 0.8 − 1 maintained all the way to R = 150 kpc (Fig. 2). For the 12 galaxies in the passive
subsample (sSFR ≤ 10−11 yr−1 ) there are only 4 detections with lower typical NOVI than the
star-forming subsample (26). Accounting for the upper limits in NOVI and sSFR, we can reject
the null hypothesis that there is no correlation between NOVI and sSFR at > 99.9% confidence
for the whole sample and > 98% for each of the 50 kpc annuli shown in Figure 1 (SOM text
S5). This effect remains even when we control for stellar mass: a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
over log M∗ > 10.5, where the star-forming and passive subsamples overlap, rejects at > 99%
confidence the null hypothesis that they draw from the same parent distribution of NOVI (Fig.
S2). We therefore conclude that the basic dichotomy between star-forming (“blue-cloud”) and
passive (“red-sequence”) galaxies is strongly reflected in their gaseous halos, and that the CGM
out to at least 150 kpc either directly influences or is directly affected by star formation.
O VI is a fragile ionization state, which never exceeds a fraction fOVI = 0.2 of the total
oxygen for the physical conditions of halo gas and is frequently much less abundant (Fig. 4).
Our observations imply a typical CGM oxygen mass for star-forming galaxies of
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where we have taken a typical �NOVI � = 1014.5 cm−2 and R = 150 kpc, and the hit rate correction fhit computed separately in three 50 kpc annuli (Figs. 1 and 2). This mass of oxygen
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where Z is the gas metallicity, and the solar oxygen abundance is nO /nH = 5 × 10−4 (28).
Even for the most conservative ionization correction (fOVI = 0.2), the OVI-traced CGM
contains a mass of metals and gas that is substantial by comparison with other reservoirs of
interstellar and circumgalactic gas. If our sample galaxies lie on the mean trend of gas fraction for low-z galaxies (29), they have interstellar medium (ISM) gas masses of MISM =
O
(5 − 10) × 109 M⊙ and contain MISM
= (2 − 10) × 107 M⊙ of oxygen, taking into account
the observed correlation between galaxy stellar mass and ISM metallicity (Fig. 4, SOM text
S5). The minimum CGM oxygen mass is thus 10-70% of the ISM oxygen (Figs. 4 and S4).
The covering fractions and column densities we find for star-forming galaxies are insensitive
to M∗ , while the ISM metal masses decline steeply with M∗ according to the mass-metallicity
relation. Thus the ratio of CGM metals to ISM metals appears to increase for lower mass
galaxies (assuming constant fOVI ), perhaps indicating that metals more easily escape from their
shallower gravitational potentials. The implied total mass of circumgalactic gas Mgas is more
uncertain because it can strictly take on any metallicity; for a fiducial solar metallicity, Equation (2) implies a total CGM mass comparable to MISM , and several times the total mass inferred
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for Milky Way “high velocity clouds” (HVCs) (30, 31) or for low-ionization (Mg II) gas filling
halos to R = 100 kpc (32).
For the densities typically expected at radii R ∼ 100 kpc, fOVI exceeds 0.1 only over a
narrow temperature range 105.4−5.6 K, and it only exceeds 0.02 over 105.2−5.7 K (Fig. 4). Either
a large fraction of CGM gas lies in this finely tuned temperature range — a condition that is
difficult to maintain because gas cooling rates peak at T ≈ 105.5 K — or the CGM oxygen and
gas masses are much larger than the minimum values we have quoted above. Lower density,
photoionized gas can achieve high fOVI ∼ 0.1 over a wider temperature range, but at these low
densities it is hard to produce a 1014.5 cm−2 column density within the confines of a galactic
halo, especially if the metallicity is low (Fig. S5). Thus fOVI = 0.02 and Z = 0.1Z⊙ are
plausible conditions for the O VI-traced gas, but it is unlikely that both conditions hold simultaneously. However, if either one holds the CGM detected here could represent an important
contribution to the cosmic budgets of metals and baryons. In either case Mgas is comparable to the total ∼ 3 × 1010 M⊙ inside R = 300 kpc inferred from H I measurements at low
redshift (20), and the ∼ 4 × 1010 M⊙ inferred for the CGM surrounding rapidly star-forming
galaxies at z ≈ 2 − 3 (8). By generalizing our typical MO to all star-forming galaxies with
M∗ > 109.5 M⊙ , we estimate that the halos of such galaxies contain 15% × (0.02/fOVI ) of the
oxygen in the universe and 2% × (0.02/fOVI ) × (Z⊙ /Z) of the baryons in the universe.
The metals detected out to R ∼ 150 kpc must have been produced in galaxies, after which
they were likely transported into the CGM in some form of outflow. However, these outflows
need not be active at the time of observation; indeed the large masses imply long timescales.
Because 1 M⊙ of star formation eventually returns 0.014 M⊙ of oxygen to the ISM (33), at least
8.6 × 108 M⊙ of star formation is required to yield the detected oxygen mass. This is equivalent
to ∼ 3 × 108 yr of star formation at the median SFR = 3 M⊙ yr−1 of our star-forming sample,
in the unlikely event that all oxygen produced is expelled to the CGM, and longer in inverse
proportion to the fraction of metals retained in the ISM. Thus the detected oxygen could be the
cumulative effect of steady enrichment over the preceding several Gyr, the product of sporadic
flows driven by rapid starbursts and an active nucleus (34), or the fossil remains of outflows
from as early as z ∼ 1.5 − 3 (7, 8). While the exact origin of the mass-metallicity relation of
galaxies is not yet known, models that explain it in terms of preferential loss of metals imply
that a substantial fraction of the metals produced by star formation must be ejected from the
galaxy rather than retained in the ISM (29). The CGM detected here could be a major reservoir
of this ejected material, with important consequences for models of galactic chemical evolution.
The O VI we observe arises in bulk flows of gas over 100 − 400 km s−1 , but the relative
velocities are usually below halo escape speeds (Fig. 2), even when we take projection effects
into account (Fig. S1). Thus much of the material driven into the halo by star formation could
eventually be reacquired by the galaxy in “recycled winds,” which may be an important source
of fuel for ongoing star formation (35). It is unlikely that the detected gas is predominantly
fresh material accreting from the IGM because models of “cold mode” accretion predict very
low metallicity and low covering fractions fhit ∼ 10 − 20% (36, 37), and “hot mode” accretion
typically involves gas at temperatures T > 106 K with undetectably low fOVI .
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The passive galaxies in our sample once formed stars, thus it follows that they would once
have possessed halos of ionized, metal-enriched gas visible in O VI. The relative paucity of O VI
around these galaxies implies that this material was transformed by processes that plausibly
accompany the quenching of star formation (38), such as tidal stripping in group environments,
re-accretion onto the galaxy in ionized form, or heating or cooling to a temperature at which
O VI is too rare to detect. Our findings present a quantitative challenge for theoretical models
of galaxy growth and feedback, which must explain both the ubiquitous presence of massive,
metal-enriched ionized halos around star-forming galaxies and the fate of these metals after star
formation ends.
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Figure 1: An illustration of our sampling technique and data. (A) An SDSS composite
image of the field around the QSO J1016+4706 with two targeted galaxies, labeled G1 and
G2, which are both in the star-forming subsample. (B) The complete COS count-rate spectrum
(counts s−1 ) versus observed wavelength. The panels below concentrate on the redshifted O VI
1032,1038 Å doublet for galaxies G1 (C) and G2 (D). The upper right panels illustrate the full
sample by showing the locations of all sightlines in position angle and impact parameter R with
respect to the targeted galaxies, for the star-forming (E) and passively evolving (F) subsamples.
The circles mark R = 50, 100, and 150 kpc.
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Figure 2: O VI association with galaxies. (A) O VI column density, NOVI in cm−2 , vs. R
in kiloparsec for the star-forming (blue) and passive (red) subsamples. Filled and open symbols mark O VI detections and 3σ upper limits, respectively. The detections in the star-forming
galaxies maintain log NOVI ∼ 14.5 to R ∼ 150 kpc, the outer limit of our survey. (B) Component centroid velocities with respect to galaxy systemic redshift for O VI detections, versus
inferred dark-matter halo mass. The range bars mark the full range of O VI absorption for each
system. The inset shows a histogram of the component velocities. The dashed lines mark the
mass-dependent escape velocity at R = 50, 100, and 150 kpc from outside to inside.
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Figure 3: O VI correlation with galaxy properties. (A) O VI column density versus sSFR
(≡ M∗ /SF R). Star-forming galaxies are divided from passively evolving galaxies by sSFR
≈ 10−11 yr−1 , our detection limit is sSFR ∼ 5 × 10−12 yr−1 ). (B) The galaxy color-magnitude
diagram (sSFR versus M∗ ) for SDSS+GALEX galaxies from (25).
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Figure 4: CGM oxygen masses compared to galactic reservoirs. (A) The curves and the
axis labels at right show the fraction of gas-phase oxygen in the O VI ionization state fOVI
as a function of temperature, for three overdensities relative to the cosmic mean, ρ/ρ̄. All
ρ/ρ̄ ≥ 1000 track the black curve on which collisional ionization dominates, while for lower
values photoionization by the extragalactic background can increase fOVI at low T . For gas
that traces dark matter, ρ/ρ̄ = 1000 is typical at R ≈ 100 kpc, while ρ/ρ̄ = 50 − 100 for the
outskirts of the halo. The pale green band shows the expected oxygen mass of the galaxies’
ISM if they lie on the standard relation between MISM and M∗ and follow the mass-metallicity
relation (MZR). The green dashed line shows the oxygen mass produced by 3 × 109 M⊙ of star
formation. The yellow band shows the expected oxygen mass for the extreme assumption that
the typical host dark-matter halos (2 × 1011 − 1012 M⊙ ) have the universal baryon fraction and
solar metallicity. (B) The CGM oxygen masses compared with the interstellar oxygen mass as
a function of M∗ . Points with range bars show the CGM oxygen mass MO implied by Equation
(1) for fOVI = 0.2, calculated separately for star-forming (blue) and passive (red) galaxies
according to the hit rates in four bins of stellar mass. The purple curves show the calculated
O
MISM
for typical star forming galaxies in the SDSS, accounting for the mean MZR in the central
curve and its uncertainties in the shaded region. The data points increase their mass in inverse
proportion to fOVI .
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